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LDF Event: 
30 for 30: Celebrating 30 years of Wallace Sewell 
 
Join Wallace Sewell during London Design Festival as they celebrate 30 years of colour and design! 
 
Wallace Sewell is a UK-Based, British design studio, established in 1992 by Harriet Wallace-Jones 
and Emma Sewell. With a diverse portfolio of client projects, designing and producing for various 
boutique hotels, museums, and Transport for London, you are bound to be familiar with their work. 
Working from London and Dorset, this progressive studio pioneers excellence and originality within 
their woven products and design consultancy. 
 
To mark their 30th anniversary, Wallace Sewell will be revealing a limited-edition Triangle Weave 
Throw in their brand colours of orange and pink - only 30 have been made and this will be the first 
chance to purchase one! The Triangle Weave design was first launched in 2009 and after selling out 
the production runs at the time, it has not been on sale... until now! 
 
Wallace Sewell will also be showcasing how they work with a mini-exhibition in the studio, following the 
design journey. The studio itself is a treat for the senses, and you will have the opportunity to browse 
the current collections. 
 
Wallace Sewell will be open from 10:30 – 5:30pm on Tuesday 20th until Saturday 24th September, and 
also open late on Tuesday for a late-night event in conjunction with neighbours Twentytwentyone 
5:30pm until 8:30pm. 
 
 
About Wallace Sewell 
Wallace Sewell is a UK-based studio founded by Harriet Wallace-Jones and Emma Sewell, that 
intuitively fuses colour, structure and yarn into woven accessories for the fashion and home industries. 
Marrying art and design within each product, their collections have gained an international following 
over the years. In addition to the accessories, the studio also works on custom projects for the 
hospitality, transportation and retail markets, including upholstery for the London Underground and 
bespoke scarves for the Tate gallery shops.  

Both women are inspired by art and paintings, and share a passion for exploring the theory of colour 
and woven textiles, resulting in a unique and successful design partnership. They have worked 
together for over twenty-five years and continue to design together with a strong creative spark that is 
ever evolving, always distinctive and consistently recognisable.  

Wallace Sewell manufactures their signature collections in Britain, with a thoughtful and meticulous 
approach to production. New ideas are created on handlooms at their studios in London and Dorset, 
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which are then woven industrially at a UK textile mill.  

Wallace Sewell believes they have a responsibility to produce products as sustainably as possible. 
Weaving with natural yarns and fibres, the whole process of warping, weaving, finishing and 
processing, all take place within a 200mile radius of the mill. Sharing details of their supply chain and 
having transparency throughout production is very important to Wallace Sewell and something their 
clients respect and appreciate.  

 
Contact:  
Kate Walsh - kate@wallacesewell.com 
02078332995 


